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(0) Preface 

We are Berlin Exchange Medicine (BEM), the first student journal for health and life sciences 

in the German speaking countries. We have grown to a team of students from different 

disciplines who want to help reshape science. At BEM, students can not only publish their 

research, but also experience the other side of the publication process as reviewers and/or 

editors. In doing so, we are getting in contact with many student researchers and find an 

increasing demand for education in and about scientific processes as well as potential 

benefits from more responsibility, transparency, and participation. Based on this, we want 

to formulate our demands for more Open Science - more participation for students, more 

transparency and better support for good scientific practice at all levels.  

Looking at the many initiatives by universities, research institutions, funders, and even 

established scientific publishers, one could almost get the impression that the revolution 

promised by the Open Science movement is already in full swing. However, the change in 

mentality that many Open Science advocates are hoping for is progressing very slowly in the 

broader scientific community. 

We want to demonstrate that a long-term change of the science system requires a change 

of perspective, also and especially in a "bottom-up" approach, and that the existing initiatives 

need to be expanded to anchor Open Science firmly in undergraduate curriculums already. 

This should not only provide future scientists with the necessary skills for collaborative 

research, but also strengthen scientific literacy and the understanding of scientific processes 

by the public. The magnitude of the global challenges facing humanity and the scientific 

world demands a new level of collaboration for science-based solutions. We consider the 

ability to publish and evaluate scientific findings (including all data and methods) in an open 

discourse to be a central skill in an evidence-based society. This skill is often not taught to a 

sufficient degree at universities.  

Open Science is greatly beneficial for students, as the transparency it brings to the research 

system makes processes more comprehensible. In addition to the task of carrying out a 

research project conscientiously, quickly and with usable results, students need to 

understand how a modern scientific system works. This article is an appeal to integrate Open 

Science firmly into the curriculum and make it standard practice for student research. We 

want to show how the general publication of term papers, bachelor's, and master’s theses, 

together with a system of student peer review, can become a central part of the curriculum 

(at BUA universities) and how future standards for scientific publication and communication 

systems can be explored and determined through a student publication system.  
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(1) Open Science in the Curriculum – Yes, please! 

What is the task of a university in the 21st century? How do researchers and research 

institutes work together to solve the major problems of our time? What kind of studies and 

academic experience does tomorrow's society need?  

It is questions like these that led to the founding of the Berlin University Alliance (BUA). In 

their application for the German Universities Excellence Initiative, Freie Universität, 

Humboldt-Universität, Technische Universität and Charité - Universitätsmedizin decided to 

jointly develop the concept for a research-focussed university of the future and set out their 

goals in five central objectives. 

In Objective 3 - "Advancing Research Quality and Value" - the Berlin University Alliance is 

working to achieve a stronger anchoring of Open Science at all four institutions through the 

OpenX strategy. However, the other objectives, in particular "Fostering Knowledge 

Exchange" and "Sharing Resources," can hardly be achieved without science that puts 

openness at the centre. The goal of all five objectives, and thus Berlin's participation in the 

Excellence Initiative, depends to a large extent on whether the institutions succeed in making 

Open Science the standard of their scientific work. Here, we want to contribute to this 

attempt from a student perspective. 

This is not intended to stand in contrast to the emerging OpenX strategy. Rather, it 

represents a proposal for how a space for open exchange and communication about scientific 

work - tailored to the needs of students - might look like. BUA is breaking new ground 

precisely through its commitment to making teaching and learning a central part of its work 

to transform research. Linking education at the university with (cutting-edge) research 

based on open science criteria offers the chance to set a future standard for open and 

collaborative scientific work. One in which open sharing not only of results, but also of 

processes and methods is self-evident; one in which peer review is not necessary evil, but 

highly valued feedback and constructive debate for the joint improvement of research.   

Scientific work of students not only represents an integral part of the research performance 

of Berlin's universities, but it also creates the basis for the ground-breaking scientific findings 

of tomorrow. But not only current and future scientists benefit from an excellent scientific 

education based on Open Science curricula. The great challenges of our time, such as the 

climate crisis or global pandemics, demand radical, knowledge-based answers. Above all, 

they require unprecedented cooperation not only among scientists around the world, but 

also the active participation of many other societal actors in the processes of generating 

knowledge and ideas. This requires trust in and understanding of scientific methodology in 

all parts of society and an open culture of information exchange and cooperation. 

It is precisely these basic principles, i.e., open and critical-constructive exchange, as well as 

an understanding of scientific methodology that form the main purpose the BUA has given 

itself. In the following points we are suggesting associated transformation processes.  
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(2) Learning Research  
Universities. Rethinking educational and teaching priorities is crucial – from a scientific, 

structural, and societal standpoint. 

The regulations of study programs within the universities of the Berlin University Alliance are 

heterogeneous, corresponding to the diverging demands of respective scientific fields. We 

welcome the resulting diversity of knowledge and development opportunities for students. 

In alignment with this, however, we see the necessity to keep these structures alive and to 

consequently update them. Students at BUA universities who want to learn scientific 

practices should be given the chance to experience the most up-to-date forms of scientific 

organization and the moral complexity of research and publishing. 

Multi-level Approach. Great changes rarely happen overnight – however, first steps on 

multiple levels can be taken today.  

The changes we suggest most of all require pragmatism at the curricular level. They involve 

decision processes within the teaching systems that are complex and lengthy. Despite these 

grand obstacles, we believe that with successive implementation, success at the micro-

didactic level will begin to show after a very short period of time. A measure of such success 

would be the students' problem-oriented learning, which stimulates friction and rethinking 

but is also designed to fit individual prior knowledge and relate to subjective viability.  

Step by Step. First steps towards more Open Science are easy, they just need to be 

taken.  

First: final and term papers  can be designed to be adapted to the principle of Peer-Review. 

Experiencing practiced discourse, multi-perspective ambiguity, and contextual assessment 

is important in an academic education. Peer-Review among students can provide resource-

appropriate learning outcomes for all. Such review processes should be made mandatory in 

regulatory frameworks (e.g., study and examination regulations).  

Second: Scientific work must not be an afterthought in the curricula of study programs. 

Currently, associated modules represent a mostly voluntary offer, whose content is quickly 

discarded to complete the degree program in as little time as possible. Self-organized 

research projects, colloquial exchange and (scientific) organizational support are offered in 

few programs, but must be further developed on an interdisciplinary basis.  

Third: Deviations from already mentioned and further didactic offers on the part of individual 

institutions can be beneficial to students. In such cases, explanations must be provided as to 

why processes related to an Open Science strategy are not being implemented.  

Subsequently, possible teaching opportunities for the enactment of an Open-Science 

strategy in academic education will be presented. 
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(3) Living Open Science 
Resources. All researchers, student or not, should have the financial, technological, and 

infrastructural resources to conduct their projects in alignment with Open Science 

standards.  

Many resources for Open Science already exist, e.g., consulting services, free software 

packages or financial support. However, in practice, both student and non-student 

researchers often do not know where to find these resources or funding opportunities - they 

may even not even be aware of them at all. Any kind of support offers in the Open-Science 

area are particularly helpful for those students, who are making their first steps into science: 

students often start a term paper or bachelor thesis with little to no previous experience in 

science, its processes or publishing and must deal with these new experiences in addition to 

the substantive research work. At this point, Open Science offerings are helpful to not only 

make it easier for students to navigate the world of science and ensure high scientific 

standards right from the start, but also in to relieve supervisors of the burden to individually 

introduce students to Open-Science.  We expect not only the further expansion of these 

offerings, but also low-threshold access and a collection of all resources at a central point of 

contact.  

We want Open Science to become standard practice. Therefore, resources for working in 

accordance with Open Science standards should be directly available to all researchers, for 

example in the form of contact persons for statistical advice, peer education and networking 

platforms as well as collections of Open Resources such as computer software. In addition, it 

is required to reorient curricula to Open Science by default - for example, by no longer 

teaching with proprietary software and using Open Access data wherever possible.   

Currently, many students do not know where these points of contact are located. A simple, 

more accessible infrastructure is the first step to pooling and strengthening Open Science 

resources. Closer collaboration will simplify processes and build collective knowledge future 

generations of researchers and students can benefit from. 

Visibility. All projects that fulfil Open Science requirements should be recognized and 

amplified. 

Open Science cannot be implemented in isolation but is a collaborative effort. The collection 

and presentation of all content created by Open Science, especially within BUA, is 

elementary for other researchers to benefit from shared resources, data, code, or 

knowledge. We want all ongoing and completed Open Science projects to be visible as and 

easily findable and accessible. A collection like the BIH Charité Dashboard for Responsible 

Science can create such a central overview and highlight projects by and for students. In 

addition, all newly published resources should be distributed via mailing lists and central 

information points - as described in the section "Resources". 

Proposals for term papers, bachelor’s or master’s theses should be planned according to 

Open Science standards and be highlighted as such. In the future, students should be able to 

rely on such a label as a promise of good supervision and connection to the educational 
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infrastructure proposed below - in addition, students can thus rely on the appreciation of the 

high quality of their work. The Open Science Label of a thesis proposal shows that the project 

is planned according to high quality standards and serves both researchers and students as a 

decision and evaluation criterion.  

Within BUA, this would foster new cooperation between universities and departments. Once 

methods are transparently shared and acknowledged by others, interdisciplinary research 

and the joint development of expertise becomes possible. Here, the BUA and its diverse 

expertise landscape can come to full fruition. 

Acknowledgement. Open Science must be rewarded: incentives are needed for students, 

faculty, and universities.  

Currently, Open Science is merely an option in many regulatory frameworks, which results 

in small-scale but costly applications. For these reasons, we have called for better resources 

and visibility of Open Science projects in the above section. In addition, we call for Open 

Science to not just be considered an accessory, but to be recognized and rewarded. We 

envision for final and term papers that fulfil Open Science standards in an exemplary way to 

be awarded with an additional certificate or honour. This would also allow and encourage the 

publication of negative results and replication studies and give them the recognition they 

deserve. Students, instead of desperately searching for significant results using questionable 

scientific methods, will be given the possibility for a low-threshold publication of non-

significant results and appreciation of their work. These additional honours will help students 

and early-career researchers to demonstrate the quality of their work more clearly in 

application processes; the proportion of Open Science papers a lecturer or researcher has 

supported will also serve as a quality criterion. This will trickle down and have significant 

effects on appointment processes for new academic positions.  

In addition, we would like to see student research closely integrated into inter-institutional 

competitions, such as the Einstein Foundation Award for non-significant results, to make 

good scientific practice and research according to Open Science standards desirable and 

visible, and to give it the recognition it deserves. 

We see the provision of resources, the increase of visibility and the recognition of Open 

Science projects as a first step to establish the idea of Open Science in study programs. 

Building on this, the experiences made in such programs should later become standards in 

the publication of scientific work produced by students. 
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(4) A new platform for student research  
The publication of student work proposed here is intended to go far beyond the existing 

possibilities for publication on university library platforms, such as the Refubium platform at 

Freie Universität. Students can already publish their own work as a preprint-style document, 

but they do not receive any further support in the publication process, especially no peer 

review. This means that students do not have the kind of publishing experience that would 

be found in the traditional academic system. They also lack the essential ability to write and 

publish reviews. Therefore, we propose a unification and expansion of the existing platforms 

across all four BUA partners. All students at Berlin universities (and possibly beyond) should 

have access to a platform that guides them throughout the creation of their scientific work, 

as well as enables the review of their research. In the following, we would like to outline the 

functions we envision for such a platform. 

Review courses. Learning the constructive and critical evaluation of scientific 

publications should be a central part of the curriculum – not only for future scientists. 

As mentioned above, student papers should not only be published, but also evaluated 

constructively and critically in a review process. For this purpose, the concept of peer review 

is to be applied to student work - students evaluate the work of fellow students. Therefore, 

students will review the work of fellow students two semesters before they write their own 

seminar paper or thesis. This not only enables students to learn about the principles of (final) 

papers early on during their studies but is also one of the first opportunities to get in touch 

with student research work. In a bachelor program, for example, students could take a review 

course in the 4th semester and then review the bachelor theses from their 6th semester 

peers. Additional review courses could be offered in parallel to the colloquium of the final 

thesis. So far, there are hardly any offers at universities that give students or even 

prospective scientists an introduction to structured peer review. The publication platform we 

are proposing above can support this process by providing teaching and learning material, 

but also as a platform for online, hybrid or inverted classroom learning formats. At Berlin 

Exchange Medicine, we have already proven several times that core aspects of peer review 

can be learned with compact peer review courses for students from the life and health 

sciences. These courses have already been evaluated by Charité and students can receive 

ECTS credits for their participation. These courses, building on offerings such as 

"Peerspectives" from Charité, have been specifically designed to enable students to 

constructively evaluate scientific work. 

The platform will further be used to provide peer learning opportunities for interested 

students. Joint student journal or review clubs, as well as opportunities for students to create 

their own learning content, can complement peer-review course offerings. All these formats 

are currently being tested at Berlin Exchange Medicine. 

Preregistration. To enable an early exchange of methods and hypotheses, thesis 

exposés should be published at the beginning of a thesis. 

To counteract the reproduction crisis in science, hypotheses as well as reflections on 

scientific methodology are nowadays more and more frequently published before the 
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research work begins. A similar procedure is often expected from students, often composed 

by the drafting of an exposé. Right at the beginning of a research project students should be 

given the possibility to publish these documents. This not only makes it easier to follow the 

development of the work in the aftermath, but also allows the discussion of hypotheses and 

methodology beyond the confines of supervisors. Of course, it needs to be ensured that a 

well-justified deviations from hypothesis or methodology later in the project should neither 

diminish the student's scientific achievement nor influence the evaluation of the work in any 

way. Rather, the transparency of decisions on these key issues provides valuable learning 

experiences not only for authors but also for readers, and makes learning achievements more 

visible and sharable.  

Preprint. The first publication of the student’s work after submission allows 

dissemination and exchange. 

The academic paper will be submitted to the supervisor via the university by the agreed 

deadline. The evaluation of the thesis as part of the final grade is also not to be changed. This 

will continue to be done by the supervisors prior to publication and student review. However, 

once the evaluation for grading purposes is concluded, students will have the opportunity to 

incorporate initial feedback from their supervisors and then publish the work on the 

dedicated platform. Giving students the opportunity to revise their work before publication 

enables them to correct any factual or methodical errors in their work and should reduce the 

number of falsehoods in publications.  

To support the wide variety of different academic papers across all BUA partner universities, 

the platform will support many different formats for publication, based on the needs of the 

different departments. Following the publication in as a preprint, the review phase for the 

paper will begin.  

Student Peer-Review. The heart of scientific discourse should be established for student 

work too.  

A review will usually consist of two steps: In the Open Review there is the possibility to openly 

ask questions and make comments on published works, but also on pre-registered exposés 

after a short log-in on the platform. This allows not just students, but also other scientifically 

interested people to participate in the discussion about hypotheses, methods, and results. In 

the student peer review, each paper will then be reviewed by at least two students in a more 

structured way. These students will be selected after the completion of a review course 

based on their own interests and expertise to constructively evaluate the work of their peers. 

The reviews primarily serve the purpose of improving the work and will have no influence on 

the grading of the paper. These reviews will be published alongside the original preprint. 

Thus every student writes both an academic paper and gathers experiences at reviewing the 

works of fellow students. 
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Final Publication. Students incorporate review comments from the reviews and publish 

the final work. 

After receiving both peer and open review, the author is given another opportunity to 

incorporate feedback and publish a revised version of their paper. A final acceptance or 

rejection, as is the case in classical scientific journals, does not take place, but both the 

student and supervisors are given the opportunity to unpublish the work at any time. Ideally, 

a justification should be provided on the platform, but in individual cases removal should be 

possible without giving reasons. 

The organization of the entire publication process via a central digital platform enables 

completely new possibilities of scientific discourse for students and supports it with peer 

learning opportunities. Therefore, the impact of published papers increases alongside the 

learning experiences made by students during their creation. For supervisors, the   

publication of student work by default should generate as little additional work as possible 

and, through the introduction of a uniform platform, even potential for relief. In the future, 

the platform could also be used for the bureaucratic management of student theses or for 

matching offers and interested students. It should be modularly structured to allow for the 

organization of formats, events, review communities or courses at the level of departments, 

institutes or even student initiatives. Both the structure of the platform and the processes of 

publication should follow a modular principle. At the institute or department level, it can be 

decided independently which publication steps should be implemented and how these can 

best be adapted to the respective needs. 
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(5) Conclusion 
It is not uncommon for students to ask themselves what they have been writing their papers 

for. Is it just for practice and to pass an examination required by the study regulations - or is 

there the possibility of making a small, meaningful contribution to a scientific or social 

discourse with their work? Open Science by default and the associated visibility of student 

work can help to give it renewed appreciation.   

The additional motivation to be gained will not only contribute to a higher quality of final 

theses but can also increase students’ interest in scientific work in the first place. Strong 

research universities, such as the members of the Berlin University Alliance, depend on 

students’ interest in the conducted research and the wish to contribute to it. This is often less 

prominent in Germany compared to, for example, Anglo-American universities. A higher 

interest of students in scientific work will benefit all scientists within BUA and thus contribute 

to the overall goals of the Excellence Initiative.  

Being aware of the often complex structures and decision-making processes at universities, 

we believe it is necessary to approach the implementation of measures to strengthen Open 

Science at several levels simultaneously. Even if the change of curricular guidelines can take 

years, there is little in the way of further training of lecturers, the gradual development of a 

platform as proposed above, the establishment of coordinators and multipliers. The didactic 

mission of universities must keep up with the new global, modern and interdisciplinary 

knowledge structures and needs bold planning to achieve this aim. BUA can set standards 

with a strong commitment to open science and student research from the beginning of 

academic careers. With initiatives such as the Student Research Conference and student 

research colloquia, Berlin’s universities have demonstrated that they recognize the relevance 

of student research. From a student perspective, we fully support such projects and would 

like to see a consistent further development and expansion of these offerings. The challenges 

of the future require a focus on cooperative science and allowing as many people as possible 

to participate in scientific discourse. For both, a new orientation of study programs is 

essential, and we hope that BUA universities will follow this path together with their more 

than 110,000 students! We are happy to accompany this process all the way. 


